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CLEANER CLEANER

2. 3.

SMT-1100 | AVERY SURFACE CLEANER
Looking for a universal cleaner that leaves no residue on the surface? 
Avery Surface Cleaner is a high-performance cleaner that enables you 
to remove all kinds of residue in one single action, including dirt, wax, 
tectyl, light silicone, cock-pit sprays, and more. A highly user-friendly 
cleaner, it can also be used for removing small adhesive residues from 
surfaces.

SMT-1125 | FUSION EPIC ORANGE, 3,8L

SMT-1113 | AVERY SUPREME           
WRAP CARE CLEANER / 946ML
A general cleaning agent for regular use, 
which removes dust, light dirt and fingerprints 
from the film.

SMT-1114 | AVERY SUPREME 
WRAP CARE POWER CLEANER 
 / 946ML
This is a strong cleaning agent for difficult 
stains, such as bird droppings, road grime 
and tree sap. 

SMT-1115 | AVERY SUPREME 
WRAP CARE SEALANT / 946ML
It creates a protective layer on the film surface, 
therefore stains, bird droppings and tree sap 
can be removed more easily.

SMT-1101 | AVERY ADHESIVE REMOVER
Never said that this stuff is cheap, but it works. The Avery Adhesive 
Remover is a high-performance cleaner designed to make sure that 
substrates are adhesive-free when graphics are removed.

This adhesive remover was developed specifically for adhesives used 
on window films, paint protection films and vinyls. Simply spray to the 
desired area and watch Fusion Epic Orange break down the adhesive 
for fast & easy removal! You can also dilute the formula by adding water. 
The formula has no alcohol, ammonia and fornaldehyde, neither oils to 
avoid complications when reinstalling new materials.

Before installing Hexis wrapping films, use the Hexis Shag Cleaner, as 
it is the only cleaning agent that is compatible with the Hexis adhesive.

SMT-1133 | TAP SMT-1134 | PUMP

SMT-1132 | ORGANIC SURFACE 
CLEANER 5L
A more economical 5L version of the  
SMT-1130 Organic Surface Cleaner.

This tap will make it easier to pour the cleaning liquid from 5L Organic 
Surface Cleaner cans.

This pump will make it easier to pour the cleaning liquid from 5L 
Organic Surface Cleaner cans.

SMT-1130 | ORGANIC SURFACE CLEANER 0,75L
The Organic Cleaner products have been developed to assure the least exposure to harmful 
chemicals of our fellow installers. Our aim when developing the Organic Cleaner family was to 
find a much more installer friendly solution for cleaning. A concentrated surface cleaner with high 
ethanol content for removing severe contamination. Evaporates quickly leaving a perfect surface 
prior to installation.

SMT-1131 | ORGANIC FILM 
CLEANER 0,75L
A 1:1 diluted version of the concentrate, 
mainly used for cleaning the film surface af-
ter installation or to clean surfaces prior to 
wet application.

PPF

SMT-1126 | HEXIS SHAG CLEANER 1L

PREȚ:65 lei PREȚ:101 lei

PREȚ:90 lei PREȚ:98 lei PREȚ:98 lei

PREȚ:240 lei PREȚ:80 lei

PREȚ:35 lei

PREȚ:20 lei
PREȚ:200 lei

PREȚ:15 lei PREȚ:36 lei



CLEANER CLEANER

4. 5.

SMT-1202 | CARBON STEEL 
BLADE
A double-edge, economical carbon steel 
blade. Replacement blades for SMT-1200.

SMT-1119 | YELLOTOOLS 
NANOEX 250ML
PH-neutral cleaning liquid that removes  
surface coatings which would deteriorate the 
films’ adhesive performance.

SMT-1213 | 1” BLADE AID 
PLASTIC SCRAPER
Plastic handle for any 1” blade.

SMT-1212 | PLASTIC RAZOR 
BLADES
Replacement blade for SMT-1210. Perfect for 
removing adhesive and leftover film from sur-
faces that can be easily damaged. Pack of 100.

SMT-1307 | FUSION CHANNEL 
SQUEEGEE BLUE 15CM
High quality rubber blade for cleaning  
squeegeeing, 15 cm long, blue color.

Durometer: 94. 

SMT-1309 | FUSION CHANNEL 
SQUEEGEE ORANGE 15CM
High quality rubber blade for cleaning, 15 cm 
long, orange color 

Durometer: 85.

SMT-1308 | FUSION CHANNEL 
SQUEEGEE BLUE 45CM
High quality rubber blade for cleaning, 45 cm 
long, blue color.

Durometer: 94. 

SMT-1310 | FUSION CHANNEL 
SQUEEGEE ORANGE 45CM
High quality rubber blade for cleaning, 45 cm 
long, orange color.

Durometer: 85.

SMT-1407 | HEXIS SOFT SCRAPER
10 soft scrapers for cleaning windows before 
application. 

SMT-1406 | HEXIS RUBBER
The rubber will allow you to clean surfaces 
with great efficiency. Removes burnt-in dust 
without damaging the paint. Always use it in 
combination with an aqueous solution. Store 
in water after use. 

SMT-1205 | CARBON STEEL 
BLADE (BOX OF 10) 8 CM
Double-bladed carbon steel blade for prod-
uct SMT-1201.

SMT-1210 | HEAVY DUTY RAZOR
Metal cased, 4-cm glass scraper.

SMT-1200 | VICTORY SCRAPER, 
STRAIGHT, 150 MM
The Victory scraper is made in Polypropylene 
reinforced by glass fiber and is equipped with 
a double edge carbon steel blade. When the 
scraper is not in use the blade is protected by 
an ergonomic cover.

SMT-1211 | CARBON STEEL 
BLADE
Carbon steel single edge blade into  
SMT-1210 and SMT-1213. Pack of 100.

SMT-1201 | VICTORY SCRAPER, 
80 MM
8 cm wide scraper for window cleaning, spe-
cifically developed for automotive application, 
comes with carbon steel blade. 

SMT-3141 | GATOR BLADE I
Plastic tool for film removal, with an ergonomic 
handle. 

SMT-3142 | GATOR BLADE II
Plastic tool for film removal, with an ergonomic 
handle

PREȚ:51 lei
PREȚ:43 lei

PREȚ:14 lei

PREȚ:72 lei PREȚ:23 lei
PREȚ:12 lei

PREȚ:43 lei
PREȚ:10 lei PREȚ:10 lei

PREȚ:8 lei
PREȚ:60 lei

PREȚ:111 lei

PREȚ:170 lei PREȚ:11 lei PREȚ:24 lei

PREȚ:11 lei PREȚ:24 lei



CLEANER CLEANER

6. 7.

SMT-1303 | UNGER SQUEEGEE 
AND CHANNEL 45 CM
Stainless steel channel and soft rubber
squeegee blade, ca. 45 cm.

SMT-1300 | UNGER PRO HANDLE
Universal, rubber-coated squeegee handle. 
It works with many different squeegee blade 
attachments: Clear Max, Blue Max, Blue 
Squeegee Blade and the regular squeegee 
blade with the soft rubber insert in the stain-
less steel channels.

SMT-1306 | UNGER SQUEEGEE 
AND CHANNEL 30 CM
Stainless steel channel and soft rubber 
squeegee blade, ca. 30 cm.

SMT-1404 | MOLDING & TRIM REMOVAL KIT 5 PIECES 
SMT-1405 | MOLDING & TRIM REMOVAL KIT 11 PIECES
Plastic molding and trim removal kit, 5 / 11 pieces.

SMT-1304 | REPLACEMENT 
SQUEEGEE BLADE 140”
Replacement blades for unger squeegee 
channel, used for window cleaning, not instal-
lation.

SMT-1301 | ERGONOMIC 
UNGER PRO HANDLE
Features a spring mechanism for quick 
changing of blades. Very comfortable handle 
to work with.

SMT-1305 | UNGER SQUEEGEE 
AND CHANNEL 20 CM
Stainless steel channel and soft rubber
squeegee blade, ca. 20 cm.

SMT-1302 | UNGER SQUEEGEE 
AND CHANNEL 15 CM
Stainless steel channel and soft rubber
squeegee blade, ca. 15 cm.

SMT-3268 | YELLOTOOLS  
YELLOBLADE HANDLE MINI
If you need to remove a small sign or some-
thing from a hard-to-reach area, this small tool 
will help greatly.

SMT-3267 | YELLOTOOLS 
YELLOBLADE ORANGE
Well-slideable scraper blade that is soft 
enough not to damage the paintwork. It fits 
perfectly into the SMT-3266 handle.

SMT-3269 | YELLOTOOLS 
YELLOBLADE MINI
A blade for scraping smaller text designs. It fits 
perfectly into SMT-3268 and it doesn’t damage 
the paintwork. This tool has 4 edges.

SMT-3266 | YELLOTOOLS 
YELLOBLADE HANDLE
Finally, a handled squeegee for comfortable and fast vinyl removal.

SMT-1400B | 3M MICROFIBRE CLOTH
Washable, reusable and antistatic with strong dust absorbability. Available in 
different colours so you can easily distinguish between cloths used for diffe-
rent workphases.

• SMT-1400G
• SMT-1400R
• SMT-1400Y

SMT-1410 | DOORHANDLE REMOVER
The DoorHandle Remover is an indispensable tool for removing door 
handles.

SMT-1411 | GRABHANDLE REMOVER
This multitool is indispensable when it comes to removing handles and 
many other attachments on vehicles. 

PREȚ:39 lei PREȚ:42 lei PREȚ:49 lei

PREȚ:63 lei
PREȚ:80 lei PREȚ:90 lei

PREȚ:75 lei

PREȚ:225 lei PREȚ:455 lei

PREȚ:17 lei PREȚ:129 lei PREȚ:17 lei

PREȚ:185 lei PREȚ:93 lei

PREȚ:138 lei PREȚ:138 lei



CUTTING CUTTING

8. 9.

SMT- 2103 | OLFA ES-1/GREEN
Caring for the environment? All plastic parts 
made from 100% recycled materials

HINT: This knife has a thick plastic casing 
making it slidable on vinyl. This is very useful 
for wrapping jobs.

SMT-2100 | OLFA SILVER 2
The universal knife of any tint or wrap shop 
with stainless steel handle. Designed for 
either left or right-handed use.

SMT-2110 | NT A-300GR 
Don’t like OLFA? Ok, we still have it for you.  
9 mm utility knife with stainless steel.

SMT-2111 | NT PRO A-1
Regarded by many installers as the finest 
professional knife available. The blade can 
be advanced in 1/2 segment increments for 
precision control.

SMT-2104 | OLFA 180 BLACK
Steel-cased knife used for light duty cutting 
jobs.

SMT- 2101 | OLFA XA-1
An ergonomic knife with a comfortable 
rubber grip.

SMT-2105 | OLFA PA-2
Never run out of blades. 9 mm multi-blade knife, 
it holds up to 5 blades. That’s 65 new cutting 
segments per load.

HINT: Being up on the scaffold or hanging 
on a rope, it can be very useful if you have a 
multi-blade knife in your hands.

SMT- 2102 | OLFA SPC-1
Always leaving your knife in the car?  
Then perhaps you should try this economy 
knife with plastic handle.

SMT-2114 | NT A553P KNIFE
Knife with a plastic casing which is well-slidea-
ble and which does not damage the car body. 
Multiple blades can be fixed in the handle, so 
you do not have to worry about changing the 
blades.

SMT-2408 | YELLOTOOLS SAFETYRULER CLASSIC 50 CM 
SMT-2409 | YELLOTOOLS SAFETYRULER CLASSIC 150 CM
Aluminium ruler with special design that protects the fixing hand from getting cut. The bottom is 
coated with rubber in order to avoid sliding of the ruler. 

SMT-2110 | NT PMGA-EVO 2
Don't like OLFA? Ok, we still have it for you.  9 mm utility knife with stainless steel casing.

PPF

PREȚ:103 lei

PREȚ:309 lei

PREȚ:37 lei

PREȚ:32 lei
PREȚ:31 lei

PREȚ:8 lei

PREȚ:20 lei

PREȚ:17 lei

PREȚ:39 lei

PREȚ:37 lei
PREȚ:63 lei PREȚ:67 lei



CUTTING CUTTING

10. 11.

SMT-2200 | COBRA BLADE 60°
Special 60o titanium blade from Solingen. It is the sharpest blade in the industry, specifically 
recommended for cutting PPF, and also to have any cut more aesthetic, precise and professional. 
Pack of 10.

HINT: Many installers like this blade as it will not wrinkle the film even when it’s hot. Once you 
try it, you can forget about all other blades.

SMT-2201 | COBRA BLADE 30°
30o blade that makes it possible to cut with very gentle pressure, and because of its small angle, also 
to easily cut in a curve. Primarily recommended for precision cuts. Pack of 10

HINT: Great for small precision cuts during car wraps. For longer cuts, use the larger angle blade 
instead.

SMT-2130 | YELLOTOOLS 
FINGERTIP KNIFEPEN
Special knife for the fingers that makes preci-
sion cuts possible.

SMT-2206 | OLFA EXCEL 
BLACK CS BLADE
Exclusively designed for maximum cutting 
performance.  50 blades per pack.

SMT-2208 | YELLOTOOLS  
TITANBLADES BODYGUARD
Extra sharp titanium edge blades from Yello-
tools, suits SMT-2123, 10 pcs/box. 

SMT-2204 | AVERY DENNISON 
SNITTY BLADE (BOX OF 10)
Blade for Avery Snitty

SMT-2120 | AVERY SNITTY
The Snitty is a mini-slitting tool, used for cut-
ting self-adhesive material.

SMT-2123 | BODYGUARD KNIFE 
TEFLON
The perfect knife to prepare car wrapping 
and decorative films, designed specifically to 
cut the liner without damaging the adhesive 
or the film itself. This teflon-coated knife is  
slidable along the adhesive without leaving 
any marks or lines.
Replacement blades: SMT-2208

SMT-2402 | YELLOTOOLS 
BLADEBREAKER II
Do away with pieces of blades lying around, 
this tool will keep them safely in one place.

SMT-2205 | OLFA SS BLADE
Standard-duty stainless steel snap-off 
replacement blades. 50 blades per pack.

PPF

PPF

SMT-2124 | HEXIS SHAGCUT 
LINER KNIFE
The perfect knife to prepare car wrapping and 
decorative films, designed specifically to cut 
the liner without damaging the adhesive or the 
film itself.

PREȚ:14 lei

PREȚ:20 lei

PREȚ:63 lei

PREȚ:240 lei

PREȚ:47 lei

PREȚ:100 lei PREȚ:41 lei PREȚ:30 lei

PREȚ:61 lei PREȚ:75 lei PREȚ:16 lei



INSTALLATION

13.

CUTTING

12.

SMT-2209 | BLADE FOR SMT-2110, 10 PCS/BOX, 
BA15P
NT Cutter, a Japanese premium manufacturer's  30° angle blade with 
reinforced edge.

SMT-2210 | BA-50SS STAINLESS STEEL BLADE 
(BOX OF 50)
NT Cutter, a Japanese premium manufacturer's stainless steel blade for 
car window tinting, it is for those who are not delighted with Olfa.

SMT-2417 | BLADEBREAKER PRO
The blade breaking edge has been enlarged, breaking cutter blades is 
much easier. The rubber coating allows the blade box to withstand a 
bump or fall easily. There is a small detachable magnetic plate in the 
lower vessel area of the snap-off blade box. The magnet holds the small 
demolition residues and tips on the bottom of the blade box.

SMT-2413 | WRAP DEFENDER
A special knife that will change the way you work and reduce damage to 
vehicle paintwork, sealing rubbers or unpainted attachments.

SMT-2412 | SENSORCUT FLEXI
With this car wrapping tool you get a PDC sensor template, with which 
you can easily cut out diameters of 13-25mm.

SMT-2403 | YELLOTOOLS WRAPSLIPCUT CLIPPER
A tool designed to make parallel cuts along curves.

SMT-2300 | KNIFELESS TAPE  
FINISH LINE 50M
Finish Line Knifeless Tape is a product that 
can be used to cut vinyl graphic films and ve-
hicle wrap films without using a knife. Used 
for most wrap applications. Conformable 
around bumpers, door handles, mirrors, etc.

SMT-2302 | KNIFELESS TAPE 
DESIGN LINE 50M
Allows stretching, follows contours and turns 
easily in any direction. Excellent for creating 
designs & stripes with no extra steps required 
to achieve a perfect cut.

SMT-2305 | KNIFELESS TAPE 
PRECISION LINE 50M
Precisely and efficiently cut through graphic 
film without a knife and without surface dam-
age to create a clean cut.

PPF

SMT-2404 | YELLOTOOLS 
CUTGRIP 
Universal handle for knives, for both the left- 
and right-handed.

SMT-2406 | YELLOTOOLS 
FINELINE 6MM × 33M
Matt polipropilene masking tape, easy to 
form, taking up curves easily and not break-
ing. Makes cutting safer. 

SMT-2407 | YELLOTTOLS  
FINELINE MASKING TAPE 
3MM × 33M
Matt polipropilene masking tape, easy to form, 
taking up curves easily and not breaking. 
Makes cutting safer. 

SMT-2405 | YELLOTOOLS 
WRAPBEND-IT FLEXIBLE WIRE
It copies the contours and outer dimensions 
of shapes and transfer them to the film.

SMT-2410 | METAL TRIANGLE 
RULER
Triangle-shaped metallic rule with 45 and 90° 
corners and built in circles. 

PREȚ:21 lei PREȚ:99 lei

PREȚ:120 lei

PREȚ:98 lei

PREȚ:505 lei PREȚ:143 lei

PREȚ:141 lei
PREȚ:141 lei PREȚ:224 lei

PREȚ:12 lei PREȚ:42 lei PREȚ:56 lei

PREȚ:26 lei
PREȚ:17 lei



INSTALLATION INSTALLATION

14. 15.

SMT-3172 | FUSION FIDGET 3 PACK
3 small squeegees with different firmness offering a solution for nearly all issues. The white is the most firm, followed by pink and the soft blue. The blue 
and the pink squeegees are softer than scratch resistant coatings, they wear off before the film does. 

The Fusion Hard Cards come in 7 different colors. The colors are from most flexible to least flexible, Blue, Pink, Silver, Black, Red, White and Gold. All 
of our Hard Cards are infused with slip agents to help them glide across their working surfaces. The Blue and Pink are designed to be softer than the 
hard coating on most window films so that the tool will wear instead of the film. 

SMT-3146 | TEFLON CARD BLUE
SMT-3173 | TEFLON CARD PINK
SMT-3174 | TEFLON CARD SILVER
SMT-3175 | TEFLON CARD RED

SMT-3176 | TEFLON CARD GOLD
SMT-3107 | TEFLON CARD BLACK
SMT-3106 | TEFLON CARD WHITE

SMT-3103 | 3M GOLD
3M Gold Squeegee is used for applying win-
dow film, vinyl graphics, paint protection films 
and vehicle wrap films. The Gold card is less 
flexible than the SMT-3104.

SMT-3100 | AVERY SQUEEGEE 
PRO
The Squeegee Pro is a medium flex squee-
gee, and a highly effective tool for flat or 
slightly curved surfaces. A great choice for 
vehicle wraps and day-to-day applications 
like wall panels.

SMT-3121 | UNIVERSAL  
SQUEEGEE
Basic, 4” bondo card for multiple uses. This 
universal card features a firm flex and can 
be used on window film, vinyl graphics, paint 
protection films and vehicle wraps.

SMT-3104 | 3M BLUE
3M Blue Squeegee is used for applying win-
dow film, vinyl graphics, paint protection films 
and vehicle wrap films. The Blue card is more 
flexible than the SMT-3103.

SMT-3101 | AVERY SQUEEGEE 
PRO FLEXIBLE
The Squeegee Pro Flexible is a softer and 
more flexible version of the SMT-1300, an 
excellent choice for curved applications such 
as wheel arches and car bonnets / bumpers.

SMT-3111 | ECO SQUEEGEE
A high-quality, economical squeegee for 
general use. Ideal for light to medium weight 
graphic film, vinyl, tape, and pressure-sensi-
tive applications.

SMT-3110 | NYLON SQUEEGEE
This nylon-coated, extra durable squeegee 
ideal for most medium and heavy weight 
films, graphics, vinyl, tapes.

SMT-3102 | AVERY SQUEEGEE 
PRO RIGID 
The Squeegee Pro Rigid is the most rigid 
squeegee in Avery Dennison’s collection, 
specially designed for flat application of thick 
and rigid high-performance products, such as 
Conform Chrome films.

SMT-3126 | GREEN SOFT FLEX 
SQUEEGEE   
A unique squeegee made from the mixture of 
rubber and plastic, with outstanding flexibility. 
Especially applicable with curved surfaces.

PREȚ:20 lei
PREȚ:19 lei

PREȚ:16 lei

PREȚ:28 lei PREȚ:8 lei
PREȚ:9 lei

PREȚ:12 lei
PREȚ:5 lei PREȚ:12 lei

PREȚ:12 lei

PREȚ:15 lei



INSTALLATION INSTALLATION

16. 17.

SMT-3145 | YELLOW CHISLER 
SOFT
Small, very flexible squeegee for hard 
-to-reach spots

SMT-3105 | LIL CHIZLER
Ideal for removing decals, film or adhesive 
from sensitive surfaces. Used for pressing 
down small film creases or air bubbles. 

HINT: You can also use this tool for clean-
ing barbeque, no kiddin’.

SMT-3113 | THE  CONQUERER
The Conquerer is the original corner reach 
tool.  Features a soft squeegee blade along 
one edge and point hard card tips on the ends 
making it a versatile staple to any tool kit.

SMT-3109 | THE CHIZZLER
One sized polycarbonate tool has proven in-
valuable for removing materials and applying 
others in tight corners.

HINT: Has a rigid edge and harder than the 
Lil Chizler, not as sharp, but much more du-
rable.

SMT-3114 | BLUE CONQUERER
Similar to the original Conquerer (SMT-3113) 
with a slightly harder durometer for more 
squeegeeing power.

SMT-3140 | DURA CHISEL
Plastic card with a strengthened edge for film 
removal. Similar to Lil Chizler but with a thicker 
edge. 

SMT-3186 | FELTBLOC 050S 
FELT SQUEEGEE
The soft felt is designed to avoid scratching. 
Recommended for paint protection or vinyl 
graphic installations.

SMT-3119 | EZ REACHkasírozó 
With smooth edges and a precision point, this 
tool will enable you to lay down the film and 
push out creases in the tightest areas.

SMT-3120 | GREEN CONTOUR 
Designed to match all those concave surfac-
es installers see every day.  A great fit for 
window film, paint protection or vinyl installs. 
The elongated triangular shape gets into all 
those hard-to-reach areas.

SMT-3125 | CONTOUR YELLOW 
A universal squeegee which can be used for 
any film. It is especially popular with window 
tinters.

SMT-3178 | PROBASIC GOLD 4" 
SQUEEGEE
The 4" Squeegee for signmaking teflon re-
fined for higher performance with a special, 
smooth-sliding quality, medium-soft.

SMT-3112W | GASKET PUSH 
STICK
This tool is used for pushing down door win-
dow gaskets to assist in film installation on roll 
down windows.

SMT-3182 | PPF SANDWICH 4" 
SQUEEGEE
This squeegee, which is actually unusually thin 
for PPF or tinted film applications, is nevertheless 
stable enough to exert optimum pressure on the 
squeegee edge.

SMT-3112B | GASKET PUSH 
STICK, BLUE
This tool is used for pushing down door win-
dow gaskets to assist in film installation on roll 
down windows.

SMT-3143 | PLATINUM 
CONTOUR
Universal squeegee, popular with window film 
installers

SMT-3179 | PROBASIC BLUE 4" 
SQUEEGEE
The 4" squeegee for signmakers long-lasting, 
durable plastic, rather soft.

SMT-3160 | YELLOTOOLS ALLSTAR BLUE 
SMT-3161 | YELLOTOOLS ALLSTAR GOLD
This larger squeegee can be held deeper in the palm, therefore strains your joints less with longer jobs. 
The curved edge helps to install without wrinkles, since the squeegee contacts the film always at 30 
degrees. 

PPF

PREȚ:5 lei
PREȚ:7 lei

PREȚ:9 lei

PREȚ:6 lei PREȚ:20 lei
PREȚ:24 lei

PREȚ:17 lei
PREȚ:34 lei

PREȚ:46 lei

PREȚ:32 lei PREȚ:51 lei
PREȚ:9 lei

PREȚ:12 lei

PREȚ:21 leiPREȚ:16 lei

PREȚ:21 lei
PREȚ:15 lei

PREȚ:111 lei



INSTALLATION INSTALLATION

18. 19.

With the appearance of hydrophobic paint protection films, installers are in need of softer and more sliding squeegees. From this realization was PPF Hornet 
born, 2 softer squeegees molded on a harder carrier. Available in 4 sizes. 

2 ply squeegee developed for installing paint protection films. Ideal both for non coated and clear coated paint protection films. 

SMT- 3168-15 | PPF HORNET 15CM
SMT- 3168-10 | PPF HORNET 10CM

SMT- 3168-5 | PPF HORNET 5CM
SMT- 3168-1,2 | PPF HORNET 1,2CM

SMT- 3169-15 | FUSION HYBRID 15CM
SMT- 3169-10 | FUSION HYBRID 10CM

SMT- 3169-5 | FUSION HYBRID 5CM
SMT- 3169-1,2 | FUSION HYBRID 1,2CM

PPF

PPF

PPFPPF

PPF

PPF

PPFPPF

SMT-3177 | PPF CUT N TUCK
A pack of four flexible squeegees of different shapes (triangle and rectangle). Two different degrees of stiffness, specifically 
for PPF materials and hard-to-reach spots. 

PPFPPFPPFPPF

SMT-3258 | MAGNUM RED LINE SQUEEGEE BLADE
This giant squeegee was developed to make tinting easier on hard-to-
reach rear windshields. Paired with the Fusion Auto Stretch handle, it is 
currently the most effective combination in the industry.

The squeegee fits perfectly in your hand and you feel comfortable with it right away. The two-layer 
construction gives stability and flexibility at the same time. Different edges of 30, 45 and 90 degrees 
allow different pressures to be applied. When window tinting, the liquid can be optimally worked out 
of the film and by simply turning the squeegee, the pressure can easily be increased.
DuoGreen is harder, DuoRed is the softer version of this professional squeegee.

SMT-3185 | YELLOTOOLS APE 
DUO GREEN SQUEEGEE

SMT-3296 | FUSION AUTO STRETCH COMBO 
HANDLE & SQUEEGEE
The newest squeegee from Fusion Tools, developed specifically for 
hard-to-reach rear windshields. Compared to this, all previous solutions 
are just toys.

SMT-3314 | APE FOAM POTION 1LITER
Perfectly coordinated bonding aid for paint protection films. Using this 
pH-neutral liquid for the installation of PPF is unparalleled! Biodegrada-
ble, skin-friendly and clinically tested. It allows fast adhesion after scrap-
ing; it contains no alcohol; it can be washed out very easily.
Great to use with an Ape Duo Green or Ape Duo Red squeegee.

SMT-3315 | APE APPLE POTION 1LITER
Perfectly coordinated bonding aid for paint protection films. This liquid 
allows the film to "glide" perfectly on the one hand and on the other hand 
to fix and adhere quickly if desired. Even the removal of the film after a 
short time is possible without problems and makes possible corrections 
easier. Biodegradable, skin-friendly, pH-neutral, and clinically tested.
Great to use with an Ape Duo Green or Ape Duo Red squeegee.

SMT-3184 | YELLOTOOLS APE 
DUO RED SQUEEGEE

SMT-3188 | PINK PPF SQUEEGEE
This pink squeegee is the new star of the 
industry, specifically recommended for paint 
protection film applications. Thanks to its 
special edge, squeegeeing is perfect.

PREȚ:80 lei
PREȚ:75 lei

PREȚ:179 lei
PREȚ:460 lei

PREȚ:111 lei
PREȚ:147 lei

PREȚ:93 lei
PREȚ:26 lei

PREȚ:268 lei

PREȚ:121 lei

PREȚ:68 lei

PREȚ:138 lei

PREȚ:26 lei

PREȚ:197 lei

PREȚ:124 lei



INSTALLATION INSTALLATION

20. 21.

SMT-3163 | YELLOTOOLS 
PROWRAP BETTY S40
Thanks to this tool, the squeegee will meet the 
film at the right angle at all times.

SMT-3162 | YELLOTOOLS 
PROWRAP BETTY S32
Thanks to this tool, the squeegee will meet the 
film at the right angle at all times.

SMT-3167 | YELLOTOOLS 
YELLOMINI GOLD
Squeegee for hard-to-reach areas with a 
unique shape.

MT-3200 | 5-EDGED TOOL
The 5-Way Tool is great as a trim guide or 
wrap it in a paper towel to use it as a „bump 
tool” to get water out

SMT-3166 | YELLOTOOLS 
ALLSTAR BLUE
Squeegee for hard-to-reach areas with a 
unique shape.

SMT-3165 | YELLOTOOLS  
YELLOMINI HANG-LOOSE 90
Squeegee for hard-to-reach areas.

SMT-3164 | YELLOTOOLS  
YELLOMINI HANG-LOOSE 45
Squeegee for hard-to-reach areas.

SMT-3215 | SCRUBBER
With the help of this tool, you can reach behind 
speakers and brake lights, and also remove 
adhesive residue from the lower section of 
curved rear windows.

SMT-3224 | THE REACH 
SQUEGEE
For sedan cars, squeegeeing at the bottom of 
the rear windshield is a very hard task. This 
revolutionary tool makes it so far the easiest 
to finish the material at hard-to-reach spots.

Squeegee with one straight and one slightly curved side, made from high quality materials for good slidability. Available in 10 cm and 15 cm versions

SMT-3128 | 4” SPEED WING LIME
SMT-3129 | 6” SPEED WING LIME

SMT-3130 | 4” SPEED WING LEMON
SMT-3131 | 6” SPEED WING LEMON

SMT-3132 | 4” SPEED WING 
CHERRY
SMT-3133 | 6” SPEED WING 
CHERRY

SMT-3427 | SUNNY TUCKER
Sunny Tucker is a tool specially designed for car wrapping. One end 
is perfectly fit for squeegeeing hard-to-reach edges, such as edges at 
doors and around headlights. The other end also makes squeegeeing 
easier at hard-to-reach spots.

Pro Tools Now, designed by Bob Williams, has been 
helping installers since 1991. Every tool is designed 
personally by Bob, who has been an installer him-
self for 30 years, which means his tools are born 
out of practical needs. Pro Tools Now is constantly 
developing as automotive shapes become more 
complex; at the same time, beside tools for win-
dow films, PPF and wrapping accessories have also 
been introduced.

Grip-N-Glide features an ergonomic handle with a high performance, interchangeable blade. For window film, car wrap and PPF applications.

SMT-3134
SMT-3135

SMT-3136
SMT-3137

GRIP-N-GLIDE YELLOW
GRIP-N-GLIDE ORANGE

GRIP-N-GLIDE YELLOW BLADE
GRIP-N-GLIDE ORANGE BLADE

PREȚ:135 lei
PREȚ:259 lei

PREȚ:28 lei

PREȚ:28 lei
PREȚ:21 lei PREȚ:21 lei

PREȚ:21 lei PREȚ:21 lei PREȚ:21 lei

PREȚ:12 lei

PREȚ:16 lei

PREȚ:19 lei

PREȚ:25 lei

PREȚ:16 lei PREȚ:25 lei

PREȚ:174 lei PREȚ:76 lei



INSTALLATION INSTALLATION

22. 23.

SMT-3206 | SIDE SWIPER
This squeegee is ideal for getting behind brake 
lights and in lower areas of rear windows.

SMT-3201 | RED TITAN
Allows longer reach, has a rigid structure for 
more water removal, and its unique design 
will easily lift inner and upper door seals.

SMT-3202 | SLAMMER
Used for cleaning corners and along gaskets 
and wicking water out along borders. Easily 
reaches rear windows and sharp angled cor-
ners.

SMT-3203 | QUICK FOOT BLUE
A stiff squeegee with a handle for jobs that 
require medium reach.  Slim and trim with an 
unwrapped handle.

SMT-3210 | SILVER SECURITY 
BLADE
8” Blue Squeegee Blade replacement for the 
8” Silver Security Squeegee (SMT-3209).

SMT-3214 | AVERY FLEXTREME
The FleXtreme is a micro-squeegee specifi-
cally designed for vinyl graphics applications. 
The blue (harder) one is for narrow curves and 
edges. The red (softer) one is ideal in narrow, 
concave parts of a car.

SMT-3209 | SILVER SECURITY 
SQUEEGEE
This comfortable, ergonomic handle is de-
signed especially for security film installation. 
The curved handle applies more pressure to 
surface, reducing fatigue and ensuring easier, 
better installations.

SMT-3208 | SLIM FOOT
The slim foot has a slender design than can 
reach into tighter openings. This no rib sque-
egee helps reach behind brake lights and has 
a vinyl grip for secure handling.

SMT-3207 | BULLDOZER
The Bulldozer is used in automotive applica-
tions. It allows you to get to those hard to reach 
areas, such as behind speakers, brake lights, 
low angles and rear windows. Features a 15 
cm squeegee blade and is 38 cm in overall 
length.

SMT-3294 | FUSION 5 SHORTY
With a shorter handle and no parts standing 
out of the design, the Fusion 5 Shorty was 
specifically developed for automotive tinting. 
With this handle you can get into hard-to-
reach spaces a lot easier, without damaging 
any parts.

SMT-3226-20 | FUSION HANDLE 20CM 
SMT-3226-12,5 | FUSION HANDLE 12,5CM 
SMT-3226-12,5S | FUSION HANDLE SHORT 12,5CM
Especially developed for Fusion Tools squeegees, this handle provides maximum power. Ava-
ilable for 12,5 cm and 20 cm squeegee blades as well as shorter version for 12,5 cm wide 
squeegees.  

SMT-3291-20 | FUSION BIG MOUTH HANDLE 20CM 
SMT-3291-12,5 | FUSION BIG MOUTH HANDLE 12,5CM
A high quality handle designed for the Red Line Extractor 3/8” thick blades 
to squeegee the thickest security films.

SMT-3292-20 | FUSION STRETCH 20CM 
SMT-3292-12,5 | FUSION STRETCH 12,5CM
Special extended handle, 37 cm long ideal for 12,5 cm wide Fusion squee-
gee blades, enables you to apply pressure with 2 hands, resulting in even 
better water removal.

SMT-3293-20 | FUSION BIG MOUTH STRETCH 20CM 
SMT-3293-12,5 | FUSION BIG MOUTH STRETCH 12,5CM
Extended (37 cm) squeegee handle, enabling application of pressure 
with 2 hands. Recommended for anti graffiti, thick security and front 
windshield protection films

SMT-3403 | BLACK RUBBER SQUEEGEE
71 cm squeegee tool used for glass cleaning, usually cut into smaller 
size before use.

PREȚ:126 lei
PREȚ:58 lei

PREȚ:40 lei

PREȚ:92 lei

PREȚ:150 lei
PREȚ:310 lei

PREȚ:201 lei

PREȚ:105 lei
PREȚ:81 lei

PREȚ:154 lei PREȚ:178 lei PREȚ:154 lei PREȚ:154 lei

PREȚ:213 lei PREȚ:184 lei
PREȚ:508 lei PREȚ:445 lei

PREȚ:545 lei PREȚ:475 lei
PREȚ:154 lei



INSTALLATION INSTALLATION

24. 25.

SMT-3225 | FUSION ORANGE CRUSH, 
CROPPED, 12,5CM
The Orange Crush is the original squeegee blade from Fusion Tools.  
Since its creation we have continued to better the formula for the Orange 
Crush, thus Orange Crush remained one of the favourite squeegees of 
the industry. 

SMT-3256-20 | FUSION ORANGE CRUSH,  
BEVEL, 20CM 
SMT-3256-12,5 | FFUSION ORANGE CRUSH, 
BEVEL, 12,5CM
The Orange Crush is the original squeegee blade from Fusion Tools.  
Since its creation we have continued to better the formula for the Orange 
Crush, thus Orange Crush remained one of the favourite squeegees of 
the industry.  

SMT-3254-20 | FUSION FLAT OUT, BEVEL, 20CM 
SMT-3254-12,5 | FUSION FLAT OUT, BEVEL, 12,5CM
Specially developed for architectural window film installation, an  
industry standard for thick films such as security and grafiti films. This 
95 durometer squeegee is made with our triple slip additive injection 
molded patented TPU process and materials. Fits all standard Fusion 
Handles perfectly. 

SMT-3257 | FUSION CLEAR CRUSH, 
BEVEL, 12,5CM
Designed for automotive window film installation, flexible enough to follow 
the form of the windscreen, yet stiff enough to bring the pressure for water 
removal. Available in rectangle and cropped. 

SMT-3255-20 | FUSION THE HYBRID, BEVEL, 20CM 
SMT-3255-12,5 | FUSION THE HYBRID, BEVEL, 12,5CM
A Hybrid of 2 favourite squeegee blades in the industry, on one side it is 
an Orange 85 durometer squeegee blade and on the other side a harder 
Blue 95 durometer. This double blade features double beveled working 
edges. 

SMT-3227 | FUSION FLAT OUT, CROPPED, 12,5CM
Specially developed for architectural window film installation, an  
industry standard for thick films such as security and grafiti films. This 
95 durometer squeegee is made with our triple slip additive injection 
molded patented TPU process and materials. Fits all standard Fusion 
Handles perfectly. 

SMT-3250-20 | FUSION RED LINE EXTRACTOR  
¼”, BEVEL, 20CM 
SMT-3250-12,5 | FUSION RED LINE EXTRACTOR 
¼”, BEVEL, 12,5CM

SMT-3251-12,5 | FUSION RED LINE EXTRACTOR 
¼”, CROPPED, 12,5CM

SMT-3252-20 | FUSION RED LINE EXTRACTOR  
¼”, NO BEVEL, 20CM 
SMT-3252-12,5 | FUSION RED LINE EXTRACTOR 
¼”, NO BEVEL, 20CM
The Fusion Red Line normal thickness squeegees are the masters of 
water removal. Double beveled means that both sides can be used, re-
sulting in double lifespan. No bevel profile gives you 4 edges to work with 
and is capable of extreme liquid removal, especially when working with 
thicker films. Using these blades in Fusion Handles will give you a tool 
that is efficient and fast to work with.

SMT-3253-20 | FUSION RED LINE EXTRACTOR  
3/8”, NO BEVEL, 20CM 
SMT-3253-12,5 | FUSION RED LINE EXTRACTOR 
3/8”, NO BEVEL, 12,5CM
50% thicker than the normal Red Line Extractor series, especially de-
signed for thicker safety and security films. Provides the highest water 
removal in the industry. Made to accompany our Fusion Big Mouth 
Handles.

The Fusion Red Line normal thickness squeegees are the masters of water removal. Double beveled means that both sides can be used, resulting in 
double lifespan. No bevel profile gives you 4 edges to work with and is capable of extreme liquid removal, especially when working with thicker films. 
Using these blades in Fusion Handles will give you a tool that is efficient and fast to work with.

PREȚ:91 lei PREȚ:65 lei

PREȚ:65 lei

PREȚ:65 lei
PREȚ:91 lei PREȚ:65 lei

PREȚ:65 lei PREȚ:165 lei PREȚ:75 lei

PREȚ:135 lei

PREȚ:88 lei

PREȚ:75 lei

PREȚ:72 lei PREȚ:77 lei
PREȚ:94 lei PREȚ:112 lei



INSTALLATION INSTALLATION

26. 27.

SMT- 3270-9 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO PINK 9CM 
SMT- 3270-14 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO PINK 14CM 
SMT- 3270-20 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO PINK 20CM

SMT-3271-9 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO GREEN 9CM 
SMT-3271-14 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO GREEN 14CM 
SMT-3271-20 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO GREEN 20CM

The Fusion Turbo Pro series is the first injection molded triangular shaped squeegee in the world, which shows better slip, durability and more consis-
tancy than other models. All colors are available in 3 sizes (9, 14, 20 cm), any can be cut to custom size. Two different handles are available. The narro-
wer white handle for those who prefer grabbing with fingertips and the larger grey handle, for those who prefer to hold it in their hand.  

SMT-  3273-9 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO YELLOW 9CM 
SMT-  3273-14 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO YELLOW 14CM 
SMT-  3273-20 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO YELLOW 20CM

SMT- 3274-9 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO ORANGE 9CM 
SMT- 3274-14 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO ORANGE 14CM 
SMT- 3274-20 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO ORANGE20CM

SMT- 3275-9 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO RED 9CM 
SMT- 3275-14 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO RED 14CM 
SMT- 3275-20 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO RED 20CM

SMT- 3281-9 | FUSION TURBO PRO HANDLE  
GREY 9CM
SMT- 3281-14 | FUSION TRUBO PRO HANDLE 
GREY 14CM 
SMT- 3281-20 | FUSION TRUBO PRO HANDLE 
GREY 20CM

SMT- 3280-9 | FUSION TURBO PRO HANDLE  
WHITE 9CM
SMT- 3280-14 | FUSION TURBO PRO HANDLE 
WHITE 14CM 
SMT- 3280-20 | FUSION TURBO PRO HANDLE 
WHITE 20CM

SMT-3272-9 | FUSION TURBO
PRO BLACK 9CM
SMT-3272-14 | FUSION TURBO 
PRO BLACK 14CM 
SMT-3272-20| FUSION TURBO 
PRO BLACK 20CM

PPF PPFPPF
PPF

PPFPPF

PPF PPFPPF

SMT-3223 | 5” BLUE MAX 
SQUEEGEE, SQUARE
One of the basic tools of the window film pro-
fessional. Blue Max can be used very well to 
remove large quantities of water during instal-
lation. The square-edged squeegee is even 
stronger, recommended specifically for safety 
films

SMT-3213 | UNGER + BLUE MAX
Ready-to-use installation squeegee that uses 
angled Blue Max (SMT-3211) and specially 
modified Unger Pro handle.

SMT-3234 | STROKE DOCTOR
Thanks to its special form this tool can bring 
even pressure when applied in hard-to-reach 
spaces. Combined with the special Fusion 
blades (SMT-3235, SMT-3236) the efficiency 
can be further increased. 

SMT-3218 | THE EXTRUDER
Aluminium profile to be fit into an Unger hand-
le (SMT-1300), which provides an extra wide, 
20-cm squeegee head and good stiffness.
The handle and squeegee refills are available
separately.
Channel refill: SMT-3219.

SMT-3211 | BLUE MAX
Installation squeegee for automotive and flat 
glass applications. Stiffer than SMT-3212, so 
this tool is excellent for water removal.

SMT-3219 | 8” BLUE CHANNEL 
SQUEEGEE REFILL
Squeegee refill for The Extruder (SMT-3218).

SMT-3222 | 5" BLUE MAX 
SQUEEGEE, STRAIGHT
One of the basic tools of the window film pro-
fessional. Blue Max can be used very well to 
remove large quantities of water during instal-
lation. Slanted, straight edge

SMT-3231 | HEXIS HANDLED 
SQUEEGEE
Handle and squeegee, medium finish, for 
application of Bodyfence on flat and 3D sur-
faces. 

SMT-3232 | HEXIS SQUEEGEE 
BLADE
Semi-hard squeegee for SMT-3231.

PREȚ:7 lei PREȚ:9 lei

PREȚ:11 lei

PREȚ:11 lei PREȚ:18 lei

PREȚ:21 lei

PREȚ:41 lei (9 CM) PREȚ:61 lei (14 CM) PREȚ:95 lei (20 CM)

PREȚ:153 lei PREȚ:78 lei
PREȚ:64 lei

PREȚ:52 lei
PREȚ:72 lei

PREȚ:14 lei

PREȚ:219 lei PREȚ:261 lei
PREȚ:114 lei



INSTALLATION INSTALLATION

28. 29.

SMT-3171 | FUSION PPF BLACK 
OUT, BEVEL, 12,5CM
Squeegee designed for paint protection film in-
stallations with additives promoting slideability. It 
fits into the Fusion Hand Dee handle.

SMT-3228 | FUSION HAND DEE
With regular squeegee handles it was impos-
sible to get to hard-to-reach places, thus the 
Fusion Hand Dee was born. As this handle is 
also widely used to squeegee paint protection 
film, we added 2 magnets that help to keep 
the film in position before squeegeeing.  

SMT-3229 | FUSION PINK 
CLEAN, CROPPED, 12,5CM
The Pink Clean is the softest squeegee blade 
with Fusion Tools, specifically designed ex-
tremely flexible to easily conform to curved 
surfaces while squeegeeing. We recommend 
this blade for cleaning and sqeegeeing pur-
poses.

SMT-3233 | HEXIS SQUEEGEE, 
47 CM
47 cm Teflon squeegee, does not scratch, 
can be cut to size.

SMT-3170 | FUSION PPF BLACK 
OUT, CROPPED, 12,5CM
PPF Blackout especially developed for paint 
protection films. The PPF Blackout features a 
high content of slip additives to help the tool 
slide easily across paint protection films.

PPF

PPF

PPF PPF

SMT-3262 | YELLOTOOLS 
WRAPSTICK HANGLOOSE

SMT-3260 | YELLOTOOLS 
WRAPSTICK BETTY GOLD

SMT-3304 | HEXIS GEL 1L 
SMT-3305 | HEXIS GEL 5L
Application gel developed for Hexis Body-
fence PPF. Its huge advantage is that your 
workshop or the showroom will not become 
soaked, while your job will be easier by wet-
ting the necessary spots.

SMT-3264 | YELLOTOOLS 
WRAPSTICK HOOK 

SMT-3261 | YELLOTOOLS 
WRAPSTICK CARSON GOLD

SMT-3265 | YELLOTOOLS 
WRAPSTICK TUPP

SMT-3306 | HEXIS MAGIC SPRAY  
50 CL
Liquid used to wet the squeegee felt for 
chrome and other scratch-sensitive films

SMT-3263 | YELLOTOOLS 
WRAPSTICK SLOAN GOLD

The WrapStick series was developed for squeegeeing at hard-to-reach spots. It makes your job more beautiful and easier, and also makes it unnecessary 
to remove certain elements.

The WrapStick series was developed for squeegeeing at hard-to-reach spots. It makes your job more beautiful and easier, and also makes it unnecessary 
to remove certain elements.

PPF

SMT-3230 | FUSION CLEAR 
CRUSH, CROPPED, 12,5CM
Designed for automotive window film installation, 
flexible enough to follow the form of the windscre-
en, yet stiff enough to bring the pressure for water 
removal. Available in rectangle and cropped. 

PPF

SMT-3308 | ORGANIC PPF GEL 5L
Application gel developed for PPF. This gel has been developed to assure the least exposure to 
harmful chemicals of our fellow installers. Most products in the industry have a vast percentage 
of isopropyl alcohol (IPA) among their ingredients, our aim when developing the Organic PPF Gel 
was to find a much more installer friendly solution for installing.

PREȚ:126 lei
PREȚ:65 lei

PREȚ:68 lei

PREȚ:68 lei

PREȚ:200 lei
PREȚ:65 lei

PREȚ:98 lei PREȚ:98 lei PREȚ:98 lei

PREȚ:98 lei PREȚ:98 lei PREȚ:98 lei

PREȚ:65 lei PREȚ:258 lei

PREȚ:51 lei PREȚ:-



INSTALLATION INSTALLATION

30. 31.

SMT-3420L | WRAPGLOVE 
SMT-3420XL | WRAPGLOVE
WrapGlove, highly praised by the signage in-
dustry, is now available in Europe. Try the orig-
inal WrapGloves, manufactured in the USA.

HINT: These are some real durable wrapping 
gloves.

SMT-3404 | AVERY GLOVES
The Application Glove is a soft, seamless cot-
ton glove that helps smooth graphics over the  
application surface and into curves and  
recesses. Packed individually.

SMT-3454S/M/L/XL | 
SUPERGLOVE
The first gloves for the graphics industry that 
don’t need to be wet, they slide perfectly also 
when dry. Extra durable, washable. Available in 
4 sizes.

PPF

SMT-3301 | FUSION ALL TYPE, 3,8 L 
Fusion All Type is an all-in-one mounting solution designed for use on 
all types of adhesives and materials. Fusion All Type can be used as a 
prepping cleaner and mounting solution. It is safe for use on window 
films, vinyl and paint protection films. With conservative mixing ratios, 
the end user will save money verses other brands and soaps currently 
used today. Fusion All Type is biodegradable and has no unnecessary 
ingredients to ensure the purest product available. Our formula is fil-
tered five times in massive filtration systems before being heat sealed to 
avoid leaking during shipping. 

SMT-3431 | GLOVES FOR 
DIGITAL PRINTING
With printable media it is crucial to touch the surface of the film only in 
gloves, to avoid the film getting greasy. These cost-efficient gloves are 
ideal for this purpose

SMT-3432 | GLOVES FOR FULL WRAPPING
Special gloves designed for car wrapping.

PPF

SMT-3418G 
SMT-3418R 
SMT-3418Y 
SMT-3418B
A revolutionary novelty among sprayers, sprays also when the handle is 
released, and thanks to its flexible, weighted hose, even upside down. 
Capacity: 1L

SMT- 3480 
SMT- 3482

Professional pump sprayer that keeps pressure very well. Thanks to 
its flexible hose, it can also be used upside down. With its adjustable 
nozzle, you can spray anywhere. This tool has an extra durable tank. 
Capacity: 1L,2L

SMT- 3481 | KWAZAR ORION PRO+ SPRAYER 12L
Will you install PPF on a full car? Are you working on a large surface 
architectural job? Mix the solution once and use the Kwazar Orion pump 
sprayer for the whole job. Capacity: 12L 

SMT- 3479 | KWAZAR MERCURY PRO+ SUPER 360 
SPRAYER 0.5L
While working on an installation, sprayers are often used tilted or upside 
down. This professional tool has a flexible hose, so it can be used upside 
down as well. It sprays also when the handle is released, which means 
half as many spray movements as with regular ones. Capacity: 0.5L

KWAZAR MERCURY PRO+ SUPER 
360 SPRAYER, 1L

KWAZAR VENUS PRO+ SUPER 360 
SPRAYER 1L/2L

PPF
PPF

PPF

PPF

PPF

PPFPPFPPF

PREȚ:351 lei

PREȚ:14 lei

PREȚ:14 lei

PREȚ:172 lei

PREȚ:65 lei
PREȚ:52 lei

PREȚ:42 lei

PREȚ:35 lei

PREȚ:88 lei PREȚ:81 lei

PREȚ:263 lei



INSTALLATION INSTALLATION

32. 33.

SMT-3441 | SMOOTH-IT 
SPARE MATS, BLACK
Replacement insert for SMT-3439. Black, 
intended for more serious damages.

SMT-3401 | SHARPENER
This handy device allows you to sharpen the 
edges of nearly any hard card, teflon card or 
bondo card in your tool box in a matter of sec-
onds.

SMT-3405 | AVERY MAGNET
The Magnet is a highly practical aid for holding 
and positioning graphics on a substrate. The 
strength of magnetic attraction is sufficient to 
replace masking tape.

SMT-3433 | HEXIS MAGNET
Magnet for film positioning, for a reasonable 
price

SMT-3442 | SMOOTH-IT SPARE 
MATS, GREY
Replacement insert for SMT-3440. Grey, 
intended for light damages.

SMT- 3439 | SMOOTH-IT BALCK
A tool for restoring squeegee edges. With fine 
tension, move the squeegee up and down to 
restore its edges. The black version is intend-
ed for more serious damages. Replacement 
insert: SMT-3441

SMT-3446 | YELLOTOOLS 
YELLOQUICK STICK
With this well balanced surface-tension pen, 
you get a perfect idea of the tension of your 
surface. This way you will have proof if you 
are ready to go or if you have to re-clean 
again.

SMT-3440 | SMOOTH-IT GREY
A tool for restoring squeegee edges. With 
fine tension, move the squeegee up and 
down to restore its edges. The grey version 
is intended for light damages. Replacement in-
sert: SMT-3442

SMT-3434 | LARGE HOLDING 
MAGNET
Extra strong, large magnet to fix large film 
pieces or to store tools.

SMT-3444 | SOAK SHIELD 
ROPE-MINI

SMT-3443 | SOAK SHIELD 
ROPE-ORIGINAL

SMT-3445 | SOAK SHIELD 
ROPE-XL

Absorbent rope braid used for absorbing water running down behind the dashboard of a vechicle while installing film. Helping to protect the electro-
nics and other parts from water damage. Can be reused as many times as needed.

SMT-3460 | YELLOTOOLS LACYTIP HD L BLUE
A tool to install the material under rubber sealings, seams, mouldings 
and other hard-to-reach spots.

SMT-3461 | YELLOTOOLS LACYTIP HD L TEFLON 
BLUE
A tool to install the material under rubber sealings, seams, mouldings 
and other hard-to-reach spots.

SMT-3462 | YELLOTOOLS LACYTIP HD XL RED
A tool to install the material under rubber sealings, seams, mouldings 
and other hard-to-reach spots.

SMT-3463 | YELLOTOOLS LACYTIP HD XL TEFLON 
RED
A tool to install the material under rubber sealings, seams, mouldings 
and other hard-to-reach spots.

PREȚ:49 lei
PREȚ:100 lei PREȚ:100 lei

PREȚ:52 lei PREȚ:52 lei

PREȚ:175 lei

PREȚ:72 lei
PREȚ:61 lei

PREȚ:88 lei

PREȚ:241 lei PREȚ:201 lei PREȚ:281 lei

PREȚ:148 lei
PREȚ:249 lei

PREȚ:148 lei
PREȚ:249 lei



OTHER TOOLS

35.

INSTALLATION

34.

SMT-3410 | SELF-ADHESIVE FELT LINE, 1.9 CM 
SMT-3411 | SELF-ADHESIVE FELT LINE, 3.8 CM
Self-adhesive felt stripe.

HINT: For those roll down windows that lack factory felt.

SMT-3407 | YELLOW FILM 
MARKER PENCIL
Handy for three basic purposes: 1) marking 
film prior to installation of windows with unu-
sual shapes; 2) circling a contaminate (hair 
or fiber) before pulling back the film; 3) mar-
king film edges to check for glass movement 
on side roll-ups when trimming. Yellow grea-
se mark easily wipes away.

SMT-3428 | STANDARD WEEDER 
Weeder with a pointed tip for removals.

SMT-3408 | THIN CORRECTING 
PEN
Used by installers to hide fine line mistakes in 
trimming which cause excess light intrusion at 
the film edge.

SMT-3429 | WEEDING HOOK
Special hooked tool for removals and for film 
finishings.

SMT-3430 | FULL WRAP  
TWEEZER WITH ROUND TIPS
Weeder with a curved tip for removals.

SMT-3465 | YELLOTOOLS 
RUBBERLIFT
A tool to lift rubber sealings, without scratches.

SMT-3409 | THICK CORRECTING 
PEN
Used by installers to hide fine line mistakes in 
trimming which cause excess light intrusion at 
the film edge.

SMT-3468 | SELF-ADHESIVE 
FELT FOR SMT-3260
Felt specifically developed for car wrapping 
films, for SMT-3260.

SMT-3469 | SELF-ADHESIVE 
FELT FOR SMT-3263 
Felt specifically developed for car wrapping 
films, for SMT-3263.

SMT-3464 | YELLOTOOLS 
LUCKY FlipperPen Duo
A tool for finishing the edges. Low-friction plas-
tic for an easy use and aluminium material for 
durability.

SMT-3470 | SELF-ADHESIVE 
FELT FOR SMT-3261
Felt specifically developed for car wrapping 
films, for SMT-3261.

SMT-3466 | YELLOTOOLS 
SIGNTWEEZER 
Excellent quality tweezer with a pointed tip and 
slanted head, length: 13.4 cm.

SMT-3471 | YELLOTOOLS 
YELLOBRUSH
2-in-1: a brush for finishing the film on rivets
on one end, a needle to punch bubbles on the 
other.

SMT-3472 | YELLOTOOLS 
YELLOSTRAP
Toolstrap for the wrist with uniquely variable 
storage spaces.

SMT-4301 | AVERY TOOLBELT
With the help of Avery Toolbelt, your tools will 
always be at hand, you will not have to run 
around looking for them.

SMT-3467 | YELLOTOOLS 
WRAPFINGER
If you don't want to work in gloves but would 
welcome them on a finger, WrapFinger is for 
you.

PREȚ:9 lei

PREȚ:48 lei PREȚ:54 lei

PREȚ:19 lei/m PREȚ:25 lei/m

PREȚ:23 lei

PREȚ:68 lei PREȚ:24 lei PREȚ:33 lei

PREȚ:295 lei
PREȚ:37 lei

PREȚ:8 lei

PREȚ:19 lei PREȚ:19 lei PREȚ:19 lei

PREȚ:70 lei PREȚ:259 lei PREȚ:177 lei



OTHER TOOLS OTHER TOOLS

36. 37.

SMT-3490 | YELLOSTRIPE FELT 
3 METER
Thick, padded self-adhesive felt. Recom-
mended for wet installation, for lamination on 
soft plastic boards.

SMT-3499 | PPF BUFFER 
MICROFELT FOR PPF,  
5PCS/BOX 
Self-adhesive microfelt strip for squeegees, 
recommended specifically for installing paint 
protection films.

SMT-3491 | YELLOSTRIPE BIG-
BUFFER MICRO 3 METER
Thick, padded self-adhesive felt. Recom-
mended for wet installation, alcantara-type, 
for lamination on even surfaces.

SMT-4140 | EDGE SEAL TAPE, 
HIGH GLOSS, ULTRA CLEAR 
PVC, 13MM×30M
Special edge sealing tape, ideal for window 
film graphics, wrapping films and window 
films, especially for the sealing when the 
glass is larger than the roll width. High gloss, 
ultra clear PVC, 50 microns thick, permanent 
adhesive, 13mm×30M. 

SMT-3492 | YELLOSTRIPE BIG-
BUFFER MICROFINE 3 METER
Thick, padded self-adhesive felt. Recom-
mended for wet installation, for laminating 
films with sensitive surfaces.

SMT-4150 | GRAVELOMETER
The Gravelometer device is intended to 
demonstrate the resistance of PPF materials 
to road debris. Rotating parts of the machine 
imitate the effect of road debris on a surface 
coated with the paint protection film, thus its 
protective feature will become clearly visible. 
CE certified device.

SMT-3498 | WRAPTWEEZER 
SPADE
A pair of tweezers with a plate-shaped tip that 
is serrated in such a way that it grips the film 
securely, so it can be pulled perfectly without 
slipping.

SMT-3497 | WRAPTWEEZER 
AUTOLOCK
A pair of tweezers with a plate-shaped tip that 
is serrated in such a way that it grips the film 
securely, so it can be pulled perfectly without 
slipping. The AutoLock variant can also be 
locked to keep your hands as free as possible.

SMT-3496 | WRAPTWEEZER 
DISC
A pair of tweezers with a plate-shaped tip that 
is serrated in such a way that it grips the film 
securely, so it can be pulled perfectly without 
slipping out.

SMT-3493 | YELLOSTRIPE SLIM-
SKIN MICROFINE 3 METER
Thin layer self-adhesive felt. Recommended 
for dry installation, for laminating films with 
sensitive surfaces.

SMT-4308 | YELLOTOOLS 
LOWRIDER CHAIR
Special chair developed for car wrapping, 
with wheels, magnet holders and storage 
space for tools. The low construction makes 
wrapping bumpers and skirts a lot more com-
fortable. With accessories, the height is ad-
justable. 

SMT-3494 | YELLOSTRIPE SLIM-
SKIN MICRO 3 METER
Thin layer self-adhesive felt. Recommended 
for dry installation, alcantara-type, for lamina-
tion on even surfaces.

SMT-4308-25 | YELLOWTOOLS LOWRIDER 
EXTENSION CHAIR, 25 CM
This extension chair is fully compatible with the YellowTools LowRider 
chair and can be used to extend the height by 25 cm. 

SMT-4308-40 | YELLOWTOOLS LOWRIDER 
EXTENSION CHAIR, 40 CM
This extension chair is fully compatible with the YellowTools LowRider 
chair and can be used to extend the height by 40 cm. 

PPF

SMT-3495 | WRAP-U-EZEE
With "Wrap-U-ezee" protruding vehicle parts 
such as exterior mirrors or door handles can 
be easily wrapped without a "second pair of 
hands".

PREȚ:83 lei PREȚ:175 lei PREȚ:175 lei

PREȚ:138 lei PREȚ:138 lei PREȚ:184 lei

PREȚ:129 lei
PREȚ:157 lei

PREȚ:129 lei

PREȚ:73 lei

PREȚ:33 lei
PREȚ:554 lei

PREȚ:240 lei PREȚ:332 lei

PREȚ:884 lei



OTHER TOOLS OTHER TOOLS

38. 39.

SMT-4314 | UV DEMONSTRATION CARD
If you are looking for a low cost method to demonstrate the UV protection 
a given window film offers, consider this simple UV Demonstration Card. 
When it is reached by UV radiation, the card will glow visibly; behind a 
window film, the glowing effect will be minimized.

SMT-4315 | FUSION STRAP CLIP TO HOLD OPEN 
ROLLS, 4 PCS/PACK
Nostalgic product, rethought. This flexible ring is used to hold the cut film 
together and does not damage the material thanks to its silicone coating.

SMT-4313 | HEAT SHEET DEMO CARD
The Heat Sheet Temperature Demo Card vibrantly changes color when 
it encounters heat. To demonstrate the heat-blocking capabilities of your 
glass or film, use the Demonstration Card in combination with a heat 
lamp. The demonstration shows a dynamic color change in front of ineffi-
cient heat protection, while no color change occurs when placed in front 
of your heat protective window film.

SMT-4312 | HEAT SHEET ACRYLIC STAND, 
FOR SMT-4313
An Acrylic Stand designed to hold the Heat Sheet Card in place to 
demonstrate heat transfer.

SMT-4316 | PPF RECOVERY DEVICE
Perfect device to show your clients how the self-healing performance of paint protection films 
work. This machine will heat up the previously scratched PPF, to demonstrate self-healing prop-
erties. Possible to personalize with your own design. CE certified device.

SMT-4318 | PLASTIC MODEL - CAR-SHAPED
Car-shaped plastic model to be used to showcase car wrapping films. It measures 70×42 cm.

PPF

SMT-4119 | LS162 TRANSMISSION METER
Developed to demonstrate the performance of window films, shows the 
transmission of the different solar transmission ranges: ultraviolet, visible 
light, infrared. 

PREȚ:697 lei

PREȚ:328 lei

PREȚ:86 lei

PREȚ:378 lei PREȚ:69 lei

PREȚ:1278 lei

PREȚ:269 lei



OTHER TOOLS OTHER TOOLS
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SMT-4127 | EDTM LOW-E CARD
A device the size of a credit card, which shows 
you if a low-e coating is present on the glass. 
It also shows the position of the low-e coating. 
Runs on a replacable battery. 

SMT-4116 | THE JIFFY 
STEAMER
A perfect help for installing PPF and chrome 
films and fixing them on the edges, as well 
as for removing a variety of films by softening 
the adhesive. This is a really durable device 
straight from the USA - it will work for you for 
a long time without any issues.

MT-4128 | MERLIN LAZER 
GLASS MEASUREMENT GAUGE
An absolute necessity when making architec-
tural application quotes. A laser guided glass 
thickness meter that will show you the thick-
ness of the glass and air gaps. Also suitable for 
deciding if the glass pane is laminated or not. 

SMT-4114 | LASER LABS M200 
TINT METER
Developed to directly measure the light trans-
mission of vehicle glasses.

SMT- 4126 | MERLIN LAZER 
TOUGHENED GLASS  
INDICATOR
Will show you if the glass is toughened or not. 
A great tool when visiting sites of architectural 
window film proposals. Light, easy-to-use. 

SMT-4117 | TINT CHECK TC1800
Measures visible light transmission on roll 
down windows. Small, easy-to-use, reliable 
instrument. 

SMT-4305 | YELLOTOOLS 
GLADIBELT
A belt for heat guns - its leather protects from 
burns, the metallic tube leads off the heat.

PPF

SMT-4118 | EDTM SPECTRUM 
DETECTIVE METER
Developed to demonstrate the performance of 
window films, shows the transmission of the 
different solar transmission ranges: ultraviolet, 
visible light, infrared. Runs on 9V batteries, 
portable.  

SMT-4104 | FUSION 
AFTERBURN TAPE
Highly heat-resistant up to 500 °C with one 
layer applied. Apply multiple layers to increase
heat resistance. Self adhering, and it leaves no 
glue residue. Apply it to heat guns, steamers, 
etc. The tape stretches up to 300%

SMT-3456 | SOAK SHIELD 
DOOR PANEL COVER WHITE 
Car door cover white fabric with excellent  
absorbency.

SMT-4103 | STEINEL HEATGUN 
HG2120 7,5 M CABLE
A heatgun from the Steinel Professional se-
ries, with enhanced power and durability. 
2200W output, 80-630oC, German design, 
equipped with a 7,5-meter cable to work 
more freely.

SMT-4102 | STEINEL HL SCAN
Temperature scanner that shows the surface 
temperature of the vinyl making the heat fixing 
process much faster and more perfect.

SMT-3473 | YELLOTOOLS  
YELLOWING BETTY MICRO 
FIBRE
Special material for the edge of any ProWrap 
Betty squeegee (SMT-3162, SMT-3163).

SMT-3474 | YELLOTOOLS  
YELLOWING BETTY POLY
Special material for the edge of any ProWrap 
Betty squeegee (SMT-3162, SMT-3163).

SMT-3475 | YELLOTOOLS  
YELLOWING ALLSTAR MICRO
Special material for the edge of any AllStar 
squeegee (SMT-3160, SMT-3161).

SMT-3476 | YELLOTOOLS  
YELLOWING ALLSTAR POLY
Special material for the edge of any AllStar 
squeegee (SMT-3160, SMT-3161).

SMT-3422 | THE MONKEY STRIP 
SMT-3423 | THE MONKEY STRIP 
SMT-3424 | THE MONKEY STRIP 
SMT-3425 | THE MONKEY STRIP
Self-adhesive felt developed by a car wrapping veteran. If you’ve tried it once, you’ll never look for 
another felt.

• SMT-3422: 10 pcs/pack
• SMT-3423: 25 pcs/pack
• SMT-3424: 50 pcs/pack
• SMT-3425: 100 pcs/pack

PREȚ:37 lei
PREȚ:49 lei PREȚ:- 

PREȚ:- 
PREȚ:105 lei (25pcs)

PREȚ:196 lei (50pcs)

PREȚ:336 lei (100pcs)

PREȚ:459 lei

PREȚ:66 lei PREȚ:4605 lei

PREȚ:2178 lei PREȚ:1006 lei

PREȚ:1526 lei

PREȚ:1274 lei PREȚ:524 lei

PREȚ:354 lei

PREȚ:728 lei

PREȚ:2847 lei

PREȚ:720 lei
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SMT-4124 | RUBBER WHEEL
Wheel for Vinyl Zapper (SMT-4123). With the 
help of this rubber, even burnt vinyl can be 
removed. 

SMT-4125 | HEAT BOX
Device demonstrating the infrared transmis-
sion of window films. Space for two tinted 
glass samples that you can put under 2 inf-
rared bulbs, 150W each. Comes with 2 built 
in sensors that show the temperature as well 
as the temperature difference since the start 
of the test. 

SMT-4303S | SPEEDCLIP TO 
HOLD OPEN ROLLS, SMALL
Speedclip to hold open rolls, 8 cm diameter.

SMT-4306 | YELLOTOOLS 
GECKOPATCH M
With the help of this tool you can make your 
magnet stick to even non metallic surfaces, 
like plastics, glass or aluminium. 

SMT-4200 | PLASTI DIP - BLACK
Plasti Dip is a multi-purpose, air dry, special 
rubber coating. It can be easily applied by  
spraying.

HINT: If there is a white screw or a hinge on 
the car and you need to wrap full black, or you 
need to wrap a grill, it is time for Plast Dip.

SMT-4303L | SPEEDCLIP TO 
HOLD OPEN ROLLS, LARGE
Speedclip to hold open rolls, 12 cm diameter.

SMT-4123 | MONTI MBX
Electric Vinyl Zapper with rubber wheel.  
Removes old vinyls and adhesives quickly 
and easily. 

SMT-4307 | GECKOPATCH FLEXI
With the help of this tool you can make your 
magnet stick to even non metallic surfaces, 
like plastics, glass or aluminium. 

SMT- 4525 GL | SET OF GLASS 
SAMPLES
5 pieces of 3mm thick, deburred, clear glass 
samples that fit SMT-4125 Heat Box.  

SMT-6100 | WINDOW FILM STAND
Professional automotive window film stand with aluminum 
structure, freely adjustable glass height and optional accesso-
ries. Accessories can be purchased individually, the size of the 
5 mm thick tempered glass is 1620 mm x 920 mm. The glass 
pane is not part of the product.

SMT-6104 | HOLDING DISC
Freely adjustable holding disc, also suitable for 12 liter cans.

WINDOW FILM STAND 

SMT-6101 | FILM HOLDER
Freely adjustable roll holder, suitable for 51, 76 and 152 cm wide
rolls. 

SMT-6102 | HEAT GUN HOLDER RING
Freely adjustable heat gun holder.

SMT-6103 | TOOL TRAY
Freely adjustable tool holder tray with folded-back rim for hanging  
cleaning tools. 

High quality, rubberized, fixable wheels Freely-positionable height for the glass 
pane

Uniquely produced aluminium structure

PREȚ:-

PREȚ:- PREȚ:-

PREȚ:- PREȚ:-

PREȚ:1864 lei

PREȚ:63 lei PREȚ:3391 lei

PREȚ:210 lei

PREȚ:98 lei

PREȚ:7 lei

PREȚ:5 lei
PREȚ:101 lei

PREȚ:157 lei



Mactac ColourWrap GLOSS DECHROME
Mactac ColourWrap SATIN DECHROME

Supreme Wrapping Film GLOSS CHROME DELETE
Supreme Wrapping Film SATIN CHROME DELETE

5 and 15 centimeter wide, gloss and satin black rolls specifically 
recommended for "chrome delete" applications,  

to wrap chrome and metallic elements.

SC SMARTFOL SRL
depozitfolie@gmail.com

0740 599 130

www.smartfol.ro

Pentru oferte de preț:
0740 599 130 

https://www.smartfol.ro/



